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Abstract
New versions of the metaheuristic Multi-Particle Collision Algorithm (MPCA) are presented. In order to pro-
vide more effective candidate solutions for an optimization problem, the concept of opposition and reflection is
introduced to improve the capacity to find a solution in the search space. Four different strategies to compute the
reflected and opposite points are implemented. The performance of all implementations is evaluated over thirty
objective functions with different complexities, using serial and parallel versions of the algorithms.
Keywords. Stochastic algorithm; Metaheuristic; Opposition-Based Learning; Reflection-Based Learning; Multi-Particle
Collision Algorithm.
Resumen
En este trabajo se presentan nuevas versiones de la metaheurı´stica Algoritmo de Colisio´n de Mu´ltiples Partı´culas
(MPCA). Para proporcionar soluciones candidatas ma´s efectivas para un problema de optimizacio´n, se introduce
el concepto de oposicio´n y reflexio´n, con el objetivo de mejorar la capacidad de encontrar una solucio´n en el
espacio de bu´squeda. Se implementan cuatro estrategias diferentes para calcular los puntos reflejados y opues-
tos. El rendimiento de todas las implementaciones se evalu´a en ma´s de treinta funciones objetivo con diferentes
complejidades, utilizando versiones en serie y paralelas de los algoritmos.
Palabras clave. Algoritmo estoca´stico; Metaheurı´stica; Aprendizaje basado en oposicio´n; Aprendizaje basado en refle-
xio´n; Algoritmo de Colisio´n de Mu´ltiples partı´culas.
1. Introduction. Optimization is an area of the applied mathematics covering theory and techniques used
to minimize or maximize a determined objective function (also called cost function or error function), within a
defined domain (or set of constraints) [6, 73].
With recent advances in the computer science area, many techniques have been developed in the sub-area
of stochastic optimization methods. Those algorithms are called to improve the exploration of the search space,
making it more efficient, expectedly converging more quickly to the global optimum.
Metaheuristic algorithms are powerful tools that can solve optimization problems with a high number of
variables [73]. These problems usually could not be solved by other deterministic optimization algorithms in a
reasonable time [42].
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A huge number of metaheuristics can be found in the literature [16, 31]. Many algorithms are usually inspired
by evolution, such as the most known Evolutionary Programming (EP) [20], Evolution Strategies (ESs) [7], Genetic
Algorithms (GAs) [29], Genetic Programming (GP) [39], Differential Evolution (DE) [11], Cultural Algorithms
(CA) [56], and Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) [62]. Another important number of metaheuristics are
based on swarm intelligence: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [17, 36], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
[14, 15], Artificial Bee Optimization (ABC) [35], Bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) [10], Intelligent Water
Drops (IWS) [60], and Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) [12]. Other metaheuristics are human-based, such as
Memetic Algorithms (MA) [48], and Harmony search (HS) [25], based on the behavior of musicians. Another class
of metaheuristics is classified as sciences-based. Some algorithms belonging this group are Simulated Annealing
(SA) [37], Particle Collision Algorithm (PCA) [57] and Multi-Particle Collision Algorithm (MPCA) [43].
MPCA [43] is a metaheuristic algorithm based on the canonical Particle Collision Algorithm (PCA) [57,
58], where particles (candidate solution) travel in the search space and cooperate among themselves, sharing the
best particle solution found after some objective function evaluations. MPCA has been successfully used in the
solution of many optimization problems, such as diagnostic of hydromechanical systems [64], fault diagnosis [18],
automatic configuration for neural network applied to different problems such as atmospheric temperature profile
identification [59], data assimilation [5], and climate prediction [4].
The concept of Opposition-based learning (OBL) was proposed by Tizhoosh [65]. The idea of this optimiza-
tion technique is to find a better solution searching in the opposite area of a particular candidate solution.
This work introduces new variants of the MPCA that exploits the advantages of parallel computation, and
the opposition and reflection concepts. Hence OBL is used to accelerate MPCA. Four variants will be com-
pared: Opposite MPCA (OMPCA), Quasi-Opposite MPCA (QOMPCA), Quasi-Reflective MPCA (QRMPCA)
and Center-Based Sampling MPCA (CBMPCA).
The paper is organized as follows: the section 2 introduces MPCA; the section 3 reviews the opposition
concepts; the section 4 describes the proposed variants (OMPCA, QOMPCA, QRMPCA, CBMPCA); the section 5
presents the experimental results, and the section 6 concludes the work.
2. Multi-Particle Collision Algorithm (MPCA). The PCA was inspired by the physics of nuclear particle
collision reactions [57, 58]. In the nuclear reactor, some phenomena occur, including scattering (an incident particle
is scattered by a target nucleus), and absorption (an incident particle is absorbed by the target nucleus), as shown in
Figure 2.1. A Particle is a candidate solution. If a new particle has a better fitness, it replaces the old one, meaning
an absorption. If a new particle has a worse fitness than a previous one, there will be a probability of looking for
another particle in a region far from the local place of the old particle in the search space, emulating a scattering.
MPCA can be loosely described as an algorithm consisting of a set of particles traveling inside a nuclear
reactor. New particles are generated, and they can be absorbed or scattered, depending on their fitness, and, if the
fitness is better, they will substitute the old particles.
Scattering Absorption
FIGURE 2.1. Phenomena inspiring Multi-Particle Collision Algorithm
A parallel version of the MPCA was developed, taking advantages of a high-performance environment, and its
pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1. In each processor (of a total of Nprocessors), Nparticles candidate solutions
are set. This partition leads to a considerable reduction of computing time [43].
MPCA starts with initial particles randomly created spread all across the search space (Algorithm 1 – lines 3
and 4). After creating the initial set, a blackboard strategy is used for sharing the best particle among all the particles
(Algorithm 1 – lines 6 and 7). Later, the particles traveling process is started, involving three main functions:
Perturbation (see subsection 2.1), Exploitation (see Subsection subsection 2.2) and Scattering (see subsection 2.3)
[43, 57].
The PERTURBATION function represents the particles displacement in the nuclear reactor, while the EX-
PLOITATION function emulates the absorption phenomenon, and the SCATTERING corresponds to the scattering
phenomenon in the reactions.
After each iteration, if a number of function evaluations (NFEblackboard ) was reached after the last blackboard
updating (found asNFEi - NFElastUpdate in Algorithm 1 – line 19), then the mechanism of cooperation is triggered
(Algorithm 1 – lines 20-22). Again, the best particle is shared among all the particles in the set.
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Algorithm 1 Multi-Particle Collision Algorithm
1: Set MPCA control parameters (Nprocessors: number of processors; Nparticles: number of particles in each processor; NFEmpca : maxi-
mum number of function evaluations; NFEblackboard : trigger for update blackboard; LB, UB: lower and upper bounds in solution vector,
respectively; IL, SL: inferior and superior limits for perturbation, respectively)
2: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do . Initial set of particles
3: NFEi = 0, NFElastUpdate = 0
4: for j ← 1 to Nparticles do
5: currentPi,j = RANDOMSOLUTION
6: NFEi = NFEi + 1
7: end for
8: bestPi = UPDATEBLACKBOARD . Initial blackboard
9: end for
10: while NFEtotal < NFEmpca do . Stopping criteria
11: NFEtotal = 0
12: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do
13: for j ← 1 to Nparticles do
14: newPi,j = PERTURBATION(currentPi,j )
15: if f(newPi,j) < f(currentPi,j) then
16: currentPi,j = newPi,j
17: currentPi,j = EXPLORATION(currentPi,j )
18: else
19: currentPi,j = SCATTERING(currentPi,j , newPi,j , bestPi)
20: end if
21: if f(currentPi,j) < f(bestPi) then
22: bestPi = currentPi,j
23: end if
24: end for
25: if NFEi - NFElastUpdate > NFEblackboard then
26: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do . Blackboard
27: bestPi = UPDATEBLACKBOARD
28: NFElastUpdate = NFEi
29: end for
30: end if
31: NFEtotal = NFEtotal +NFEi
32: end for
33: end while
34: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do . Final blackboard
35: bestPi = UPDATEBLACKBOARD
36: end for
37: return bestP1
As stopping criterion, a maximum number of function evaluations (NFEmpca ) is defined.
The current version MPCA was implemented in C++, using MPI libraries, in a multiprocessor architecture
with distributed memory machine. OpenMPI libraries were used for parallel processing.
2.1. Perturbation function. The PERTURBATION function (see Algorithm 2 – ignore line 10) performs a
random variation of a particle within a defined range. The new perturbated particle P is found by computing each
dimension d as:
(2.1) P(d) = P?(d) + ((UB(d) − P?(d)) · R)− ((P(d) − LB(d)) · (1− R)),
where P? is the particle to be perturbed, UB and LB are the upper and the lower limits over the defined search
space, respectively, and R is a random number uniformly generated between 0 and 1.
Algorithm 2 Perturbation Function
1: function PERTURBATION(currentP)
2: for d← 1 to D do
3: R = rand(0, 1)
4: P(d) = P?(d) + ((UB(d) − P?(d)) · R)− ((P(d) − LB(d)) · (1− R))
5: if P(d) > UB(d) then
6: P(d) = UB(d)
7: else if P(d) < LB(d) then
8: P(d) = LB(d)
9: end if
10: end for
11: NFE = NFE + 1
12: P = OPPOSITION(P)
13: return P
14: end function
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2.2. Exploitation function. If the new perturbed particle P is better that the current particle currentP, then
the EXPLOITATION function (see Algorithm 3 – ignore lines 5 and 6) performs an intensification of the particle. In
this intensification stage, a series of small perturbations are performed, computing a new particle newP each time
(see Algorithm 4), using the following equation:
(2.2) newP(d) = currentP(d) + ((u− currentP(d)) · R)− ((currentP(d) − l) · (1− R)),
where u and l are the new upper and lower limits computed from the current particle currentP, using the superior
and inferior values IL and SL for the limits of the random number generated.
Algorithm 3 Exploitation Function
1: function EXPLOITATION(currentP)
2: for n← 1 to NFEinternalMpca do
3: newP = SMALLPERTURBATION(currentP)
4: NFE = NFE + 1
5: if rand(0, 1) < Jr then
6: newP = OPPOSITION(newP)
7: end if
8: if f (newP) < f (currentP) then





Algorithm 4 Small Perturbation Function
1: function SMALLPERTURBATION(currentP)
2: for d← 1 to D do
3: u = currentP(d) · rand(1, SL)
4: l = currentP(d) · rand(IL, 1)
5: R = rand(0, 1)
6: if u > UB(d) then
7: u = UB(d)
8: end if
9: if l < LB(d) then
10: l = LB(d)
11: end if
12: newP(d) = currentP(d) + ((u− currentP(d)) · R)− ((currentP(d) − l) · (1− R))
13: end for
14: NFE = NFE + 1
15: return newP
16: end function
2.3. Scattering function. If the new perturbed particle P is worse than the current particle currentP, the
SCATTERING function (see Algorithm 5) is activated. This function uses a Metropolis scheme: with a defined
probability, the current particle currentP is replaced by a new random solution P, or a series of small perturbations
are performed on it.
Algorithm 5 Scattering Function
1: function SCATTERING(currentP, newP, bestP)
2: pscattering = 1−(f (bestP)/f (newP))
3: if pscattering > rand(0, 1) then
4: P = RANDOMSOLUTION
5: NFE = NFE + 1
6: P = OPPOSITION(P)
7: else




2.4. Blackboard updating. Particles in the whole population behave cooperatively, i.e., the best particle
overall is over-copied for all other particles in the set, through a blackboard strategy. The UPDATEBLACKBOARD
procedure is applied each a number of function evaluations (NFEblackboard ).
The master processor receives all the best particles from the others processors, using MPI SEND for the slave
processors, and MPI RECEIVE fo the master processor (Algorithm 6 – lines 4 and 9). Then, the best overall is
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selected, and it is sent to all the processor by mean of the MPI BROADCAST mechanism (Algorithm 6 – lines 7
and 10).
Algorithm 6 UpdateBlackboard Function
1: function UPDATEBLACKBOARD
2: if processor == 0 then . Master processor selects the best overall particle
3: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do
4: P = MPI RECEIVE(i) . Receive best particle from each processor
5: if f(P) < f(bestOverallP) or i == 1 then
6: bestOverallP = P . Get the best particle overall
7: end if
8: end for
9: MPI BROADCAST(bestOverallP) . Send best particle overall to the other processors
10: else . Other processors
11: MPI SEND(bestPi) . Send the self best particle to the master processor
12: MPI BROADCAST(bestOverallP) . Receive best particle overall





3. Opposition-Based Learning. The OBL concept appeared in 2005 [65, 66]. Thenceforth other variants
have been proposed, improving the exploration/exploitation of the search space and improving the convergence.
OBL has been applied to improve the performance of various computational intelligence methods, such as
artificial neural networks [69, 32], fuzzy logic [67], stochastic algorithms [1, 19, 26, 27, 28, 44, 49, 53, 71] and
miscellaneous applications, introducing the area of Opposition-Based Computing [2, 72].
3.1. Basic concepts. The opposite of a candidate solution is created by reflecting the candidate through the
center of the domain [2, 65, 72]. Mathematically, the opposite number xo of a real number x is defined as below
(3.1) xo = LB + UB − x .
The opposite point Po(xo1 , xo2 , · · · , xoD ) of a point P(x1, x2, · · · , xD), withD dimensions, is completely defined
by its coordinates,
(3.2) xod = LB(d) + UB(d) − xd
where x
d
∈ R, with LB(d) ≤ xd ≤ UB(d) ∀d ∈ {1, 2, · · · , D}. LB(d) and UB(d) are the lower and upper
boundaries for the variable x
d
, respectively.
Other variants of the OBL have been developed [19, 54, 68]. Quasi-opposition reflects a point to a random
point between the center of the domain and the opposite point. Quasi-reflection projects the point to a random point
between the center of the domain and itself. Finally, Center-based sampling reflects the point between itself and
its opposite. Mathematically, a quasi-opposite point Pqo, a quasi-reflective point Pqr, and a center-based sampling
point Pcb, are defined by
Pqo(xqo1 , xqo2 , · · · , xqoD ) | xqod = rand(M(d), xod) ,(3.3)
Pqr(xqr1 , xqr2 , · · · , xqrD ) | xqrd = rand(M(d), xd) ,(3.4)
Pcb(xcb1 , xcb2 , · · · , xcbD ) | xcbd = rand(xd , xod) ,(3.5)




, and it can be calculated as M(d) =(
LB(d) + UB(d)
)
/2, and rand(·) is a random number uniformly distributed between the first and second number
in the argument. Figure 3.1 shows these concepts graphically for one dimension.
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FIGURE 3.1. Opposition Based Learning for one dimension
Algorithm 7 shows the computational implementation of these different concepts in OBL. Assuming f(·)
is the objective function used to measure the fitness of a candidate solution, the opposition-based optimization
consists to apply the procedure: if f(Po) < f(P), i.e. Po has better fitness than P in a minimization problem, then
P will be replaced by Po; otherwise, P will be maintained.
Algorithm 7 Opposition Function
function OPPOSITION(P)







OP(d) = min(d) + max(d) − P(d)






if P(d) < M(d) then












if P(d) < M(d) then












if P(d) < M(d) then













NFE = NFE + 1





4. Multi-Particle Collision Algorithm with Opposition-Based Learning. Four new variants of the MPCA
are introduced: Oppositional MPCA (OMPCA), Quasi-Oppositional MPCA (QOMPCA), Quasi-Reflective MPCA
(QRMPCA), and the Center-Based Sampling MPCA (CBMPCA). The pseudo-code of the computational imple-
mentation of these variants are shown in Algorithm 8.
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These new versions of the algorithm make possible to perform a more intense exploration of the search space,
using the oppositions concepts working together with randomness.
4.1. Opposite Based Population Initialization. Random number generation is commonly the most used
choice to create an initial population. By utilizing opposition working together with randomness, it may obtain
better-starting candidates even when there is no a priori knowledge about the solution.
In the proposed variants of MPCA, the first step is to create the initial solution for each particle as usual. Next,




. The original solution is substituted by
the opposite solution if the latter has a better fitness (see Algorithm 8, line 6).
4.2. Opposite Based Traveling in the search space. The application of OBL based on the traveling of the
particles in the search space is dependent on the MPCA function being called.
When a Perturbation is applied on a particle, the (new) opposite particle is calculated at the same time.. The
best particle among them will be maintained as the ”new particle” (see Algorithm 2, line 10). The bounds to create




, where min(d) and max(d) are the minimum and
maximum values for each dimension in all the population of particles.
When an Exploration is performed, the new opposing particle is also calculated, with a jumping rate Jr (see





as was done in the Perturbation function.





(see Algorithm 5, line 6).
After applying Perturbation, Exploration, and Scattering functions to generate the new solution of a particle,





Algorithm 8, line 20).
Algorithm 8 Multi-Particle Collision Algorithm with Opposition-Based Learning
1: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do . Initial set of particles
2: NFEi = 0, NFElastUpdate = 0
3: for j ← 1 to Nparticles do
4: currentPi,j = RANDOMSOLUTION
5: NFEi = NFEi + 1
6: currentPi,j = OPPOSITION(currentPi,j )
7: end for
8: end for
9: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do . Initial blackboard
10: bestPi = UPDATEBLACKBOARD
11: end for
12: while NFEi < NFEmpca do . Stopping criteria
13: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do
14: for j ← 1 to Nparticles do
15: newPi,j = PERTURBATION(currentPi,j )
16: if f(newPi,j) < f(currentPi,j) then
17: currentPi,j = newPi,j
18: currentPi,j = EXPLORATION(currentPi,j )
19: else
20: currentPi,j = SCATTERING(currentPi,j , newPi,j , bestPi)
21: end if
22: if f(currentPi,j) < f(bestPi) then
23: bestPi = currentPi,j
24: end if
25: bestPi = OPPOSITION(bestPi)
26: end for
27: end for
28: if NFEi - NFElastUpdate > Nblackboard then
29: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do . Final blackboard
30: bestPi = UPDATEBLACKBOARD




35: for i← 1 to Nprocessors do . Final blackboard
36: bestPi = UPDATEBLACKBOARD
37: end for
38: return bestP1
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5. Experimental Analysis.
5.1. Benchmark functions. Thirty benchmark functions with different characteristics were implemented
to evaluate the performance of MPCA and their variants. Those functions are commonly used in the literature as
benchmark functions to evaluate optimization algorithms [3, 19, 30, 41, 46, 47, 50, 70], and they are selected based
on different properties of separability and modality, representing a varied range of difficulty. In this selection, we
have 10 unimodal, 20 multimodal, 13 separable, and 17 non-separable, as shown in Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1
Classification of the benchmark functions
Separable Non-separable
Unimodal
Sphere (f1) Schwefel 1.2 (f7)
Powell sum (f2) Dixon & Price (f8)
Sum squares (f3) Schwefel 2.22 (f9)




Schwefel 2.26 (f11) Exponential (f16)
Michalewicz (f12) Rana (f17)
Rastrigin (f13) Griewank (f18)
Alpine (f14) Ackley (f19)





Most of the functions have their global minimum of zero by definition, as the Sphere function, or intentionally
normalized, as the Schwefel 2.26 function. Only the Egg holder function in this set have its optima varying with
their dimension.
Other two groups of functions is tested: Rotated and shifted version for the Rastrigin, Griewank, and Ackley
functions were tested.
Information about all these functions is shown in Table A.1.
5.2. Configuration of the experiments. The fine-tuned control parameters for the MPCA and the variants
are shown in Table 5.2. The parameters showed in the Table are different from those used in the literature [43],
looking for a better performance for the benchmarks presented.
TABLE 5.2








All the algorithms are terminated when the number of function evaluation exceeds 3000000 (NFEmpca =
D × 105). A trial is considered successfully if the error between the best function value obtained and the optima
∆f = 10−8.
Experiments were performed in a personal computer with 8x Intel R© CoreTM i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz, with
8 GB of memory, operating with Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS.
5.3. Results. For each algorithm, a total of 50 trials were performed over each function of the benchmark
bed, using the serial and the parallel configurations. Table 5.3 shows the best function values, and Table 5.4 shows
the average values over the 50 trials. The best results for each benchmark are shaded.
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MPCA and OMPCA failed in the minimization task on many functions (f5−7, f9, f13, f14 and f20), while the
other variants could solve the optimization problem. In other functions (f1−3, f16, f18, f19, f21, f28−30), QOM-
PCA, QRMPCA and CBMPCA outperform the values obtained by the MPCA and OMPCA.
The addition of the opposition to the MPCA reports worse results than those obtained with the MPCA. More-
over, generating solutions with quasi-opposition, quasi-reflective and center-based sampling mechanisms improves
the results the task of optimizing. This improvement increases, even more, when the parallel versions are used.
Table 5.5 shows the average number of function evaluations used by each algorithm for solving the benchmark
functions. Inside the parentheses is shown the success rate of the algorithm (0 implies no success, while 1 means
that all the trials were successful). Over other functions (f4, f8, f10−12, f15, f17, f22−27), none of the algorithms
succeeded. In those functions where all the algorithms had success (f1−3, f16, f18, f19, f21, f28−30), QOMPCA,
QRMPCA and CBMPCA stopped using fewer function evaluations than MPCA and OMPCA.
Figure 5.1 shows the convergence curves of the objective functions f1, f7, f13 and f21 for five random exper-
iments using each algorithm in the serial configuration. In these graphics, we can see that always the canonical
MPCA stagnates before the quasi-versions. The use of opposition/reflection accelerates the convergence. The best
convergence results were achieved using the QOMPCA and the QRMPCA in almost all cases.
Finally, Table 5.6 shows the running time spent by each algorithm for solving the problems. The time cost for
the serial configuration of the quasi-variants (QOMPCA, QRMPCA, and CBMPCA) is, in some functions, up to
two orders of magnitude lower than in the serial MPCA and OMPCA or the parallel versions. This evidence that
those variants converge to the value to reach in a few functions evaluations.
For the parallel configuration of the quasi-variants, due to the blackboard updating, many function evaluations
must be performed before the algorithm stop, even if the minimum function value were reached. That is why they
use more function evaluations (and take more running time).
In those functions which the algorithms were unsuccessful, the time spent in the parallel algorithms is a few
seconds less than the time consumed by the serial algorithms.
5.3.1. Statistical Analysis. For the multiple non-parametric comparisons among the algorithms we use
the Friedman method implemented on the agricolae1 package on R. Besides R itself provides a function
friedman.test(), it reports only a single value, while agricolae performs multiple comparisons [13].
In both configurations (serial and parallel), the Friedman test revealed a significant difference in the average
error of the algorithms (χ2 = 14.7 (serial), χ2 = 13.3 (parallel), p < 0.01). Besides, the test showed significant
differences between group A (OMPCA), and B (CBMPCA, QRMPCA, and QOMPCA), having the MPCA in both
groups.
A significant difference was found in the running time of the algorithms (χ2 = 57.5 (serial), χ2 = 56.5 (par-
allel), p < 0.01). In the test for the serial configuration, QRMPCA belongs to the group C, being the fastest
algorithm in convergence. For the parallel configuration, QRMPCA and CBMPCA are included in the group C,
while the QOMPCA belongs to both C and B group. In both cases, MPCA was classified as the slowest algorithm.
1See https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/agricolae/
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(a) An example of an individual figure sub-caption.







(b) A slightly shorter sub-caption.





(c) A slightly shorter sub-caption.







(d) A slightly shorter sub-caption.
FIGURE 5.1. Curves of the objective function value vs. number of function evaluation (NFE) for each algorithm in five random experiments
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TABLE 5.3










f MPCA OMPCA QOMPCA QRMPCA CBMPCA
f1 7.73×10−9 7.42×10−9 6.86×10−11 6.18×10−11 1.05×10−10
f2 5.06×10−9 5.40×10−9 2.54×10−12 1.77×10−12 1.11×10−11
f3 8.36×10−9 8.57×10−9 2.48×10−11 4.00×10−11 9.64×10−11
f4 1.12×10−2 1.40×10−2 1.15×10−7 1.71×10−7 5.31×10−8
f5 6.92×10−4 1.42×10−3 4.52×10−10 1.21×10−10 1.99×10−10
f6 0 0 0 0 0
f7 1.50×10−2 1.89×10−2 1.62×10−11 5.78×10−13 3.36×10−12
f8 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1
f9 6.63×10−4 9.75×10−4 6.71×10−10 1.14×10−9 5.60×10−10
f10 2.72×101 2.70×101 2.81×101 2.81×101 2.81×101
f11 5.79×103 5.74×103 5.72×103 5.76×103 5.71×103
f12 2.59×10−5 4.3135×10−5 2.03×10−4 3.14×10−4 1.62×10−4
f13 7.45×101 7.90×101 1.66×10−10 1.44×10−11 3.81×10−12
f14 3.06×100 4.65×100 1.75×10−9 1.27×10−9 1.33×10−9
f15 1.64×10−2 2.34×10−2 2.46×10−2 2.20×10−2 2.43×10−2
f16 7.74×10−9 7.67×10−9 6.66×10−11 2.01×10−10 1.04×10−10
f17 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102
f18 7.85×10−9 8.30×10−9 1.23×10−10 2.39×10−11 2.61×10−10
f19 9.71×10−9 9.99×10−9 7.06×10−10 7.77×10−10 5.41×10−10
f20 1.20×10−8 4.85×10−5 9.48×10−9 3.73×10−9 5.04×10−9
f21 6.21×10−9 6.31×10−9 4.74×10−15 1.56×10−14 9.25×10−15
f22 -4.61×102 -4.52×102 -1.16×102 -1.81×102 -5.26×102
f23 1.67×10−1 5.79×10−1 7.32×10−1 6.10×10−1 6.48×10−1
f24 1.39×100 1.68×100 2.11×100 2.34×100 2.32×100
f25 2.20×102 2.46×102 2.24×102 1.98×102 1.83×102
f26 7.16×102 8.04×102 7.27×102 9.22×102 8.07×102
f27 1.92×101 1.71×101 1.86×101 1.97×101 1.95×101
f28 5.31×10−9 5.41×10−9 0 0 0
f29 5.23×10−9 5.31×10−9 7.77×10−15 2.55×10−15 4.44×10−16











f MPCA OMPCA QOMPCA QRMPCA CBMPCA
f1 7.27×10−9 7.71×10−9 6.79×10−22 1.68×10−21 5.03×10−23
f2 2.78×10−9 3.96×10−9 8.66×10−35 6.75×10−36 4.77×10−32
f3 8.46×10−9 8.01×10−9 3.63×10−22 2.99×10−21 2.45×10−22
f4 1.14×10−2 1.14×10−2 9.67×10−8 1.11×10−7 3.83×10−7
f5 2.07×10−3 1.60×10−3 7.80×10−15 6.52×10−15 9.28×10−16
f6 0 0 0 0 0
f7 1.51×10−3 2.56×10−2 7.26×10−15 5.33×10−15 4.60×10−14
f8 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1
f9 6.15×10−4 8.99×10−4 3.27×10−13 8.79×10−13 8.45×10−13
f10 2.72×101 2.73×101 2.73×101 2.81×101 2.79×101
f11 5.64×103 5.22×103 5.92×103 5.67×103 5.81×103
f12 1.12×10−4 2.83×10−4 4.89×10−4 1.78×10−4 4.03×10−4
f13 7.63×101 6.78×101 0 0 0
f14 3.86×10−1 5.09×100 9.71×10−14 1.11×10−13 1.13×10−13
f15 1.49×10−2 2.31×10−2 2.21×10−2 2.28×10−2 2.43×10−2
f16 6.48×10−9 7.44×10−9 0 0 0
f17 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102
f18 8.15×10−9 8.53×10−9 0 0 0
f19 9.71×10−9 3.68×10−5 4.00×10−15 7.55×10−15 2.18×10−14
f20 1.48×10−8 1.66×10−5 7.41×10−9 2.99×10−9 3.90×10−9
f21 5.41×10−9 5.70×10−9 1.96×10−29 1.59×10−31 2.16×10−29
f22 -2.15×102 -5.43×102 -2.35×102 -3.04×102 -2.84×102
f23 1.97×10−1 6.29×10−1 6.91×10−1 6.77×10−1 6.16×10−1
f24 1.12×100 1.42×100 2.22×100 2.37×100 2.13×100
f25 2.08×102 2.10×102 2.10×102 2.39×102 2.24×102
f26 4.27×102 5.56×102 3.48×102 5.23×102 4.62×102
f27 1.82×101 1.71×101 1.87×101 1.89×101 1.79×101
f28 4.38×10−9 5.17×10−9 0 0 0
f29 8.12×10−10 5.19×10−9 0 0 0
f30 6.17×10−9 7.18×10−9 4.44×10−16 4.44×10−16 4.44×10−16
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f MPCA OMPCA QOMPCA QRMPCA CBMPCA
f1 8.41×10−9 8.29×10−9 5.15×10−9 4.29×10−9 4.24×10−9
f2 6.30×10−9 6.44×10−9 1.71×10−9 2.35×10−9 2.67×10−9
f3 9.44×10−9 9.40×10−9 4.14×10−9 3.86×10−9 4.74×10−9
f4 1.77×10−2 2.49×10−2 2.48×10−6 2.46×10−6 2.91×10−6
f5 8.44×10−3 1.21×10−2 3.67×10−9 3.65×10−9 3.31×10−9
f6 9.40×10−1 1.30×100 0 0 0
f7 2.29×100 3.76×100 2.24×10−10 1.48×10−10 4.35×10−10
f8 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1
f9 1.21×10−3 1.31×10−3 5.96×10−9 5.67×10−9 5.44×10−9
f10 2.75×101 2.75×101 2.81×101 2.83×101 2.82×101
f11 6.22×103 6.30×103 6.34×103 6.31×103 6.32×103
f12 1.44×10−3 2.33×10−3 2.55×10−3 3.12×10−3 2.62×10−3
f13 9.72×101 1.03×102 3.81×10−9 2.87×10−9 3.25×10−9
f14 8.24×100 1.29×101 5.51×10−9 5.98×10−9 5.46×10−9
f15 2.29×10−2 3.23×10−2 3.28×10−2 3.21×10−2 3.31×10−2
f16 8.42×10−9 8.45×10−9 4.05×10−9 5.05×10−9 3.79×10−9
f17 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102
f18 9.07×10−9 9.28×10−9 4.35×10−9 3.96×10−9 4.46×10−9
f19 5.63×10−5 6.29×10−5 5.45×10−9 5.61×10−9 5.89×10−9
f20 3.33×10−6 1.01×10−3 7.75×10−7 1.04×10−8 1.42×10−8
f21 8.62×10−9 8.67×10−9 3.10×10−11 3.42×10−11 1.96×10−11
f22 5.20×102 6.45×102 7.49×102 6.90×102 7.05×102
f23 3.14×10−1 7.06×10−1 8.69×10−1 7.94×10−1 7.98×10−1
f24 2.10×100 2.09×100 2.48×100 2.61×100 2.52×100
f25 2.63×102 2.76×102 2.57×102 2.64×102 2.16×102
f26 7.52×102 8.28×102 7.57×102 9.62×102 8.29×102
f27 2.00×101 1.89×101 1.99×101 2.01×101 2.02×101
f28 6.69×10−9 6.83×10−9 4.47×10−11 3.52×10−11 1.62×10−11
f29 6.30×10−9 6.28×10−9 7.47×10−11 8.56×10−11 1.25×10−10











f MPCA OMPCA QOMPCA QRMPCA CBMPCA
f1 7.91×10−9 8.34×10−9 4.94×10−18 7.73×10−18 3.63×10−18
f2 4.17×10−9 5.42×10−9 3.02×10−26 2.90×10−26 5.67×10−26
f3 9.49×10−9 9.42×10−9 1.05×10−17 1.61×10−17 1.42×10−17
f4 1.79×10−2 2.52×10−2 2.51×10−6 2.45×10−6 3.10×10−6
f5 7.57×10−3 1.55×10−2 7.23×10−13 5.79×10−13 7.46×10−13
f6 1.02×100 1.34×100 0 0 0
f7 1.71×100 6.65×100 1.84×10−12 1.37×10−12 7.19×10−11
f8 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1 6.67×10−1
f9 1.16×10−3 1.29×10−3 1.24×10−11 1.95×10−11 1.50×10−11
f10 2.75×101 2.75×101 2.81×101 2.83×101 2.82×101
f11 6.26×103 6.22×103 6.37×103 6.33×103 6.37×103
f12 1.45×10−3 2.22×10−3 3.31×10−3 3.57×10−3 2.50×10−3
f13 9.94×101 1.06×102 0 0 0
f14 7.77×100 1.30×101 3.66×10−12 2.12×10−12 2.29×10−12
f15 2.24×10−2 3.17×10−2 3.23×10−2 3.25×10−2 3.30×10−2
f16 7.59×10−9 8.30×10−9 0 0 0
f17 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102 4.99×102
f18 8.96×10−9 9.16×10−9 6.44×10−17 1.78×10−17 4.66×10−17
f19 5.72×10−5 6.13×10−5 1.09×10−12 1.07×10−12 7.39×10−13
f20 2.70×10−6 1.09×10−3 6.79×10−7 1.13×10−8 1.30×10−8
f21 8.12×10−9 8.57×10−9 1.04×10−23 1.95×10−23 1.35×10−23
f22 5.61×102 6.00×102 7.37×102 7.31×102 7.76×102
f23 3.25×10−1 7.16×10−1 8.70×10−1 8.04×10−1 7.88×10−1
f24 2.08×100 2.04×100 2.47×100 2.61×100 2.52×100
f25 2.43×102 2.49×102 2.49×102 2.78×102 2.53×102
f26 4.57×102 6.08×102 3.73×102 5.560×102 4.87×102
f27 1.95×101 1.85×101 1.98×101 1.98×101 1.97×101
f28 5.98×10−9 6.32×10−9 0 0 0
f29 5.27×10−9 6.06×10−9 7.11×10−11 0 0
f30 6.93×10−9 7.66×10−9 9.41×10−16 7.99×10−16 1.87×10−15
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TABLE 5.5










f MPCA OMPCA QOMPCA QRMPCA CBMPCA
f1 24065 (1) 47314 (1) 546 (1) 546 (1) 546 (1)
f2 10226 (1) 19852 (1) 677 (1) 727 (1) 644 (1)
f3 61537 (1) 116771 (1) 555 (1) 551 (1) 552 (1)
f4 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f5 - (0) - (0) 786 (1) 775 (1) 811 (1)
f6 ** (.18) - (.06) 533 (1) 530 (1) 531 (1)
f7 - (0) - (0) 6292 (1) 6355 (1) 14502 (1)
f8 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f9 - (0) - (0) 4576 (1) 4295 (1) 4476 (1)
f10 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f11 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f12 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f13 - (0) - (0) 612 (1) 608 (1) 610 (1)
f14 - (0) - (0) 613 (1) 605 (1) 635 (1)
f15 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f16 19747 (1) 38705 (1) 577 (1) 578 (1) 580 (1)
f17 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f18 27697 (1) 57270 (1) 558 (1) 560 (1) 574 (1)
f19 - (.02) - (.02) 638 (1) 637 (1) 641 (1)
f20 - (0) - (0) - (.04) 1596562 (.72) 1861391 (.58)
f21 43568 (1) 84149 (1) 1262 (1) 1234 (1) 1243 (1)
f22 - (.10) - (.04) - (.02) - (.04) - (.06)
f23 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f24 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f25 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f26 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f27 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f28 21960 (1) 42706 (1) 1538 (1) 1477 (1) 1521 (1)
f29 17244 (1) 34883 (1) 2066 (1) 2156 (1) 2021 (1)











f MPCA OMPCA QOMPCA QRMPCA CBMPCA
f1 50178 (1) 53483 (1) 41194 (1) 41276 (1) 41268 (1)
f2 43643 (1) 46980 (1) 41078 (1) 41077 (1) 41093 (1)
f3 57941 (1) 135751 (1) 41363 (1) 41331 (1) 41449 (1)
f4 - (0) - (.04) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f5 - (0) - (.04) 41680 (1) 41655 (1) 41799 (1)
f6 ** (.12) - (.06) 55418 (1) 55679 (1) 55962 (1)
f7 - (0) - (0) 44155 (1) 44694 (1) 50834 (1)
f8 - (0) - (.06) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f9 - (0) - (0) 41538 (1) 41449 (1) 41586 (1)
f10 - (0) - (.02) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f11 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (.02) - (0)
f12 - (0) - (0) - (.04) - (0) - (0)
f13 - (0) - (.14) 44097 (1) 44162 (1) 43731 (1)
f14 - (.02) - (.14) 41637 (1) 41517 (1) 41604 (1)
f15 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f16 45650 (1) 47694 (1) 42375 (1) 42299 (1) 42270 (1)
f17 - (0) - (0) - (.02) - (0) - (.02)
f18 47474 (1) 69806 (1) 41847 (1) 41888 (1) 41834 (1)
f19 - (.02) - (0) 41569 (1) 41655 (1) 41616 (1)
f20 - (0) - (0) - (.06) 1753410 (.64) 1952101 (.60)
f21 63107 (1) 101810 (1) 41327 (1) 41278 (1) 41326 (1)
f22 ** (.12) - (.10) - (.10) - (.04) - (.02)
f23 - (0) - (.04) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f24 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f25 - (0) - (.08) - (.02) - (0) - (.10)
f26 - (.08) ** (.56) ** (.44) ** (.56) - (0)
f27 - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0) - (0)
f28 49474 (1) 53972 (1) 46044 (1) 45902 (1) 45669 (1)
f29 46108 (1) 50998 (1) 42805 (1) 43558 (1) 43744 (1)
f30 46318 (1) 50381 (1) 41899 (1) 41638 (1) 41665 (1)
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f MPCA OMPCA QOMPCA QRMPCA CBMPCA
f1 3.01×10−2 3.72×10−2 4.56×10−4 4.28×10−4 4.76×10−4
f2 1.69×10−2 1.82×10−2 5.82×10−4 5.84×10−4 5.91×10−4
f3 7.85×10−2 9.18×10−2 4.84×10−4 4.73×10−4 5.28×10−4
f4 3.71×100 2.47×100 2.50×100 2.39×100 2.41×100
f5 3.32×100 2.15×100 7.44×10−4 6.98×10−4 7.92×10−4
f6 3.10×100 2.11×100 5.76×10−4 4.28×10−4 4.77×10−4
f7 6.10×100 4.93×100 1.22×10−2 1.13×10−2 2.58×10−2
f8 3.47×100 2.30×100 2.26×100 2.19×100 2.19×100
f9 3.40×100 2.22×100 3.79×10−3 2.84×10−3 2.88×10−3
f10 3.71×100 2.42×100 2.19×100 2.06×100 2.09×100
f11 6.99×100 5.06×100 6.34×100 6.31×100 5.89×100
f12 9.11×100 7.39×100 8.41×100 8.16×100 8.25×100
f13 6.26×100 4.43×100 1.14×10−3 1.14×10−3 1.19×10−3
f14 5.82×100 4.13×100 1.03×10−3 1.05×10−3 1.11×10−3
f15 7.87×100 6.13×100 7.19×100 6.52×100 6.53×100
f16 2.58×10−2 3.40×10−2 5.15×10−4 5.36×10−4 5.79×10−4
f17 1.52×101 1.17×101 1.47×101 1.42×101 1.43×101
f18 5.06×10−2 9.14×10−2 1.16×10−3 1.25×10−3 1.24×10−3
f19 5.70×100 4.21×100 1.23×10−3 1.30×10−3 1.32×10−3
f20 3.39×100 2.14×100 2.51×100 1.35×100 1.58×100
f21 5.07×10−2 6.32×10−2 1.24×10−3 1.18×10−3 1.26×10−3
f22 1.01×101 8.03×100 9.90×100 9.42×100 9.50×100
f23 8.30×100 6.56×100 7.97×100 7.76×100 7.83×100
f24 8.83×100 6.95×100 7.37×100 7.12×100 7.18×100
f25 6.46×100 4.63×100 5.38×100 5.34×100 5.43×100
f26 7.26×100 5.43×100 6.51×100 6.24×100 6.37×100
f27 6.58×100 4.82×100 5.81×100 5.57×100 5.73×100
f28 9.15×10−2 1.63×10−1 5.77×10−3 5.62×10−3 5.69×10−3
f29 7.13×10−2 1.29×10−1 7.96×10−3 8.00×10−3 7.63×10−3











f MPCA OMPCA QOMPCA QRMPCA CBMPCA
f1 2.86×10−2 1.89×10−2 1.25×10−2 1.56×10−2 1.02×10−2
f2 2.58×10−2 1.95×10−2 1.21×10−2 1.44×10−2 1.52×10−2
f3 3.23×10−2 4.87×10−2 1.67×10−2 1.72×10−2 1.76×10−2
f4 1.39×100 1.11×100 1.10×100 1.09×100 9.63×10−1
f5 1.64×100 9.56×10−1 1.74×10−2 1.72×10−2 1.19×10−2
f6 1.34×100 1.05×100 1.70×10−2 2.42×10−2 1.53×10−2
f7 2.45×100 2.06×100 3.18×10−2 3.17×10−2 3.80×10−2
f8 1.65×100 1.18×100 9.72×10−1 9.92×10−1 6.39×10−1
f9 1.20×100 1.04×100 1.56×10−2 1.55×10−2 1.35×10−2
f10 1.24×100 1.15×100 8.91×10−1 9.54×10−1 6.06×10−1
f11 2.70×100 2.02×100 2.42×100 2.42×100 2.13×100
f12 3.40×100 2.64×100 3.32×100 3.30×100 3.29×100
f13 2.72×100 2.04×100 2.56×10−2 2.53×10−2 2.54×10−2
f14 2.40×100 1.98×100 2.36×10−2 1.89×10−2 2.35×10−2
f15 2.46×100 2.30×100 2.51×100 2.51×100 2.21×100
f16 2.34×10−2 1.11×10−2 1.70×10−2 1.77×10−2 1.79×10−2
f17 5.62×100 5.11×100 5.52×100 5.53×100 4.65×100
f18 4.05×10−2 4.76×10−2 2.83×10−2 2.77×10−2 2.90×10−2
f19 2.25×100 1.89×100 2.48×10−2 2.48×10−2 2.23×10−2
f20 1.69×100 1.09×100 1.19×100 7.56×10−1 7.81×10−1
f21 3.54×10−2 3.47×10−2 1.71×10−2 1.67×10−2 1.74×10−2
f22 3.77×100 3.03×100 3.64×100 3.77×100 3.88×100
f23 3.54×100 2.80×100 3.00×100 3.07×100 3.08×100
f24 3.66×100 2.88×100 2.83×100 2.80×100 2.62×100
f25 2.80×100 2.15×100 2.43×100 2.47×100 2.14×100
f26 2.96×100 2.12×100 2.59×100 2.11×100 2.58×100
f27 2.83×100 1.90×100 2.29×100 2.10×100 1.90×100
f28 9.73×10−2 9.97×10−2 8.87×10−2 8.46×10−2 8.56×10−2
f29 9.44×10−2 8.46×10−2 8.28×10−2 8.00×10−2 8.12×10−2
f30 9.76×10−2 9.24×10−2 7.75×10−2 7.63×10−2 7.77×10−2
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5.4. Comparison with some metaheuristic algorithms. MPCA and QRMPCA are compared with some
metaheuristics: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [61]; Differential Evolution (DE) [51]; Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) [34]; Continuous Genetic Algorithm (CGA) [9]; and Gradient Evolution (GE) [38].
The results from these algorithms over twelve objective functions (f1−3, f6, f7, f9−11, f13, f18, f19, f21) are
all reproduced from the paper [38], obtained using the same control parameters and stopping criteria that were used
in the original works. In this experiments, the stopping criterium for the MPCA variants is the number of function
evaluations, which is set to 3000000 (NFEmpca = D × 105). For each algorithm were performed 30 experiments.
Results below 1× 10−308 are considered as zero.
Table 5.7 shows the results. The symbol (§) in the cells represents the best results obtained in the original
paper [38], and the shaded cells represent the best results overall, comparting our result with the obtained in the
mentioned paper. MPCA could not obtain the best results in any case. QRMPCA obtained the best results for all
the functions, except for f10 – Rosenbrock and f11 – Schwefel 2.26, where the ABC and the DE obtained the best
results, respectively. For the function f6, QRMPCA obtained the same results than GE, DE, ABC, and CGA. Also,
QRMPCA achieves the best results equal to GE for functions f13 and f18, while ties with DE for the f2 and f18.
Further, MPCA and QRMPCA are compared with some DE, PSO, and ABC variants which are taken from
the original paper [24]. Those algorithms are: the basic DE [63]; self-adapting control parameters in DE (jDE) [8];
DE with strategy adaptation (SaDE) [52]; adaptive DE with optional external archive (JADE) [75]; basic PSO [36];
“fully informed” PSO (FIPS) [45]; the self-organizing hierarchical PSO with time-varying acceleration coefficients
(HPSO-TVAC) [55]; the comprehensive learning PSO (CLPSO) [40]; orthogonal learning PSO (OLPSO-G) [74];
rosenbrock ABC (RABC) [33]; modified ABC (MABC) [21]; powell ABC (PABC) [23]; orthogonal learning
GABC (OGABC) [22]; and bare bones ABC (BCABC) [24].
Table 5.8, Table 5.9, and Table 5.10 shows the results of the comparison. The results of the compared DEs,
PSOs, and ABCs are come from the paper [24]. The shaded cells represent the best results. QRMPCA outperforms
all the other algorithms in six functions, while obtained the worst results overall in four functions.
6. Conclusions. Some variants for the MPCA using the concepts of OBL were presented and tested. Those
algorithms use quasi-opposition-based learning (QOBL) and quasi-reflection-based learning (QRBL) concepts
mixed with randomness. QOMPCA, QRMPCA, CBMPCA have obtained better results than MPCA and OMPCA,
over a benchmark bed with thirty functions of different complexity, with dimension 30.
MPCA was initially codified in a parallel version. In this work, a serial version was also codified. Here, it
was shown that the sequential configuration could achieve success with a low computational cost. As expected,
the parallel configuration obtained the results in less time than the serial.
The MPCA and QRMPCA were compared with five metaheuristics over 12 functions. MPCA obtained the
same or better results in 10 functions than the other algorithms.
In further studies, experiments with real-world problems will be performed, such as solving the Vibration-
based Damage Identification problem, and performing the automatic configuration of Artificial Neural Networks
for data assimilation and climate prediction. Other variants and configurations of the MPCA will also be imple-
mented and tested.
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A. Benchmark functions. The A.1 gives the information of the benchmark optimization functions used to
compare the optimization algorithms presented in the paper.
TABLE A.1
List of benchmark functions and their properties







Powell sum f2(x) =
∑D
d=1|xd |(d+1) ±100/0












Schwefel 2.21 f5(x) = max1≤d≤D | xd | ±100/0
Step f6(x) =
∑D
d=1bxd + 0.5c2 ±100/0
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Alpine 1 f14(x) =
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d=1 | xd sin xd + 0.1xd | ±100/0
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i=1 (yi − 1)2
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i=1 u (xi, 10, 100, 4)
yi = 1 +
1
4
(xi + 1) ,
u (xi, a, k,m) =

k (xi − a)m if xi > a
0 if − a ≤ xi ≤ a
k (−xi − a)m if xi < −a
±50/0












i=1 (xi − 1)2
[




i=1 u (xi, 5, 100, 4)
±50/0
Rotated Rastrigin f25(x) = f13(z), z = x ∗M ±5.12/0
Rotated Griewank f26(x) = f18(z), z = x ∗M ±600/0
Rotated Ackley f27(x) = f19(z), z = x ∗M ±32/0
Shifted Rastrigin f28(x) = f13(z), z = x− o ±5.12/0
Shifted Griewank f29(x) = f18(z), z = x− o ±600/0
Shifted Ackley f30(x) = f19(z), z = x− o ±32/0
